Highways Act 1980 – Orders

A46 Coventry Junctions

Orders Documents - Overview

On 8 August 2019, we published the Orders for the Binley junction upgrade, under the Highways Act 1980. This commences the statutory process which seeks consent to construct the planned road improvements at Binley. This process, if successful, will combine the granting of planning permission for the proposed works and authorise the compulsory acquisition of land, or rights over land, required for the scheme to be delivered.

There are a number of documents and associated plans which form the Orders publication, which are available to view via the following links:

1. Published Press Notices

2. Draft Trunking Order
   Trunking Order
   Trunking Order plan

3. Draft Detrunking Order
   Detrunking Order
   Detrunking Order plan

4. Compulsory Purchase Order
   A46 Coventry Junctions Binley Compulsory Purchase Order (Scanned version)
   A46 Coventry Junctions Binley Compulsory Purchase Order (Accessible version)

   A46 Coventry Junctions Binley Compulsory Purchase Order – drawings (Scanned version)
   A46 Coventry Junctions Binley Compulsory Purchase Order – drawings (Accessible version)

5. Side Roads Order
   A46 Coventry Junctions Binley Side Roads Order (Scanned version)
   A46 Coventry Junctions Binley Side Roads Order (Accessible version)

   A46 Coventry Junctions Side Roads Order – drawings (Scanned version)
   A46 Coventry Junctions Side Roads Order – drawings (Accessible version)

Statement of Reasons - Overview

There is a requirement to demonstrate a compelling case in the public interest for the compulsory acquisition of land. This Statement of Reasons sets out the case for compulsory purchase of land to enable the scheme.

Statement of Reasons